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Typically, those I work with have massive value,
but are juggling too much to clearly articulate their
purpose and principles, or identify their stories.
Unable to employ them, they can’t attract and
retain the attention of those they most wish
to serve, when they market, pitch or present
Some have been operating successfully for years
but are uncertain how to move to a new level. For
others, it’s the excitement of start-up mixed in with
the frustration of no time to handle a competing
to-do list.
As creative people, they’re caught in a vortex of
ideas, effort, demotivation, and no time.
Clarity of purpose, principles, people, product
and positioning straightens it all out.

Clarity and intention

While working with principles gives you insights into
the mistakes your people are making before they’re
fortunate enough to find you.
Knowing these means you can filter straight to the
most relevant stories that will serve them best, which
cements — trust, connection, and co-operation.

Becoming a domain expert
Share your wisdom through purpose-driven story and
that is how you become a domain expert, because
doing so will:
1 Engage and boost recall of your messages
2. Sustain your drive and energy by building on your
purpose and principles
3. Act as a well organised library of all your
knowledge, expertise, and experience

Becoming clear on why you do what you do best for
whom is a muslin-fine filter for all business activity.

4. Persuade others of your leadership in the field

Many speak of purpose in business but don’t really
understand why it matters so much.

Purpose driven story telling changes the paradigm,
connecting you to your most desired people. It opens
doors to a new conversation based on trust and
collaboration.

Purpose is life-guiding. Principles are the framework for acting on your purpose. Together they
inspire intention.
Intention drives forward motion, which sheds
everything extraneous, except where to next.
You can’t spin in circles, or back track, or suffer
Multiple Possibility Disorder when you’re going
forward.

5. Enhance your ability to present with impact.

You can only achieve this when you are clear on why
you do what you do best for whom.
In this unique approach to becoming a domain
expert,you’ll work with me, Sandy McDonald, in one
on one mentoring sessions over three months. I look
forward to the journey with you.

About Sandy
Sandy McDonald is an author, TEDx
speaker, a clarity and storytelling
trainer and coach.
She is the founder of
SandyMcDonald.com and Australian
charity, CreateCare Global.
She works with founders,
entrepreneurs, and professionals
to bring clarity of purpose into
their complex worlds, on and
offline, and to embed storytelling
as a life changing approach to
communication.
This work informs a coherent and correctly positioned platform from which to tell the stories that both
connect them to their best people and build advocating communities.
After three decades running a successful marketing communications company, she used purposeful
story telling to start a 20,000+ strong, global community in 71 countries, that continues to work 12 years
later to warm, comfort and raise awareness of the millions of children orphaned in Africa.
Because of this, Sandy believes that when you tell stories from clarity of purpose and principles, it acts as
a conduit to curiosity and truth seeking fuelling the energy to enrich, transform and even save lives.
Her TEDx talk, Tell your story, Save a life for which she received a standing ovation explains why, and her
book, Clans, Supercharge Your Business, details the framework to do this.
Sandy is known for helping people get clear on the purpose-led stories they can tell to drive their next,
often life-changing step.

SandyMcDonald.com
CONTACT: e.sandy@sandymcdonald.com
w.sandymcdonald.com m.0408 935 905

What others say
Sandy is someone you want to have in
your corner when searching for that
elusive CLARITY!
She helped me cut through the fog of
my ideas and pin down the ones that
contributed the most to my mission to
bring Impact Spending to the world.
She pushed me hard but with great
compassion and I always left feeling
energised and with a list of actionable
insights.
Sandy's experience as a speaker was
also hugely beneficial in helping me
script and prepare for an important
keynote opportunity to share my
message.

Working in senior public sector
roles in the Commonwealth and ACT
Governments, charged with driving
change and innovation across
Government and with external
stakeholders, I have found Sandy’s
expertise in strategic communication
invaluable.
Sandy has helped me to develop a
communications framework to guide
stakeholder engagement in a strategic
way, ensure clarity and coherence of
messaging and harness the power of
story-telling to drive change.

Sandy has many strings in her bow
for offering needed value to those
wanting to get it right online where
blogging is actually a piece of the
much bigger pie. She makes a lot of
sense and has a system that works.
Once clarity is achieved, partnerships follow easily. Personally, I
thank my lucky stars to have a
Sandy’s wealth of guidance,because
my messaging and website would
be nowhere near where it is
without her.

She’s a modern angel and she’s just
a great human being too.
Sandy’s structured approach has really
helped me achieve clarity in what I want
Beth Jennings, Photographer
to communicate and what I want to
(bethjenningsphotography.com)
Matt Perfect, Something Good
achieve through that communication. It
(www.something good.com)
has definitely been worth investing the
time with Sandy to develop a clear
mission, purpose and principles for
It was a fantastically hands on
communication.
workshop. Every single studentMy eyes have been opened to
Jo Wood (Co-ordinator General for
completed the process with a vast
the under-recognised power of
family safety, ACT Government)
improvement in understanding
story to influence and excite. It has
their key messages and, as a result,
changed the way I communicate through
ability to talk about their work.
all means, whether this be in patient interactions,
I was blown away with how much
teaching, presentations, social media or grant applications.
progress can be made in such a
Story-power is a tool that can deeply enrich understanding and empower
change; quite possibly my secret key to success.

Dr. Ada Cheung
Endocrinologist | NHMRC Early Career Fellow MBBS (Hons) FRACP PhD,
Department of Medicine (Austin Health)| The University of Melbourne

When we were starting our new business, we knew that
growing a huge loyal community would be the key to our
success.
Fortunately we had the foresight to get Sandy on board to
launch us off on the right foot. I can't believe I was naive
enough to think that effective blogging was about staring
at a blank screen and thinking up something to write.
There is so much more to it than that!
Sandy helped us to set the foundations, work out a clear
direction, and develop a framework to follow. Sandy leaves
you in no doubt as to why you must tell your stories.
Karen & Dan Uden (and Tux!),
BarxActive (www.barxactive.com)

short space of time with the right
insights and coaching expertise and Sandy has this in spades.

Jacqueline King, Communications
Manager, Excellerate Australia

Sandy has brought to commercial fruition our future
digital strategy. While we have had a lot of ideas over a
long period of time, it has only been through her
extensive and insightful process that we have gained
clarity and direction.
Her relentless focus on customer value and engagement, coupled with her expert knowledge of the
digital environment has delivered a result we could
not have achieved on our own. While Sandy’s passion,
compassion and good humour combine to make the
whole experience a pleasure to be part of.
Andrew Donovan, ThoughtPost Governance
Managing Director

You have the power.

The intersection of your purpose, principles and story telling is a
collective energy to grow your business and make a difference.

